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Aim
The aim of this module is to introduce the Standard Operating Procedures for creating
WHO maps.

Overview
In order to adhere to the UN guidelines requiring that all maps be cleared by the Office
of the Legal Counsel before being published, WHO has created a set of technical
guidelines for the creation of WHO maps. This set of technical guidelines (SOPs) has
been created to provide a standardized and compliant set of tools for map-makers at
WHO.

Learning objectives


Explain the importance of using the WHO legal map template.



Understand the required elements of a WHO global map.



Describe representation of data for overseas and other territories.



Recognize files and file format needed for map production.

Topics covered


Importance of using the WHO legal map template.



Required elements for a WHO global map.



Representation of data for overseas and other territories.



Files needed for map production.



File format for WHO publications.

Exercises


Identify errors in sample maps
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Standard Operating Procedures for WHO maps

2.1 Importance of using the WHO legal map template
The WHO manual, section VIII.1.330, requires that all maps must be cleared by the Office of
the Legal Counsel before being published (online or in printed form).
In an effort to adhere to UN guidelines, WHO legal advice, and to represent disputed areas
and boundaries in a standardized manner, WHO has created this set of technical guidelines
for the creation of WHO maps.
Maps based on the templates and the information provided in this document and strictly
following these technical guidelines for map production do not have to be cleared by the
Office of the Legal Counsel.
Two world map templates are available – see Annex 1.
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2.2 Required elements for a WHO global map
A WHO map must contain the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

International boundaries
Disputed areas and boundaries
Great lakes of the world
Legend
WHO map disclaimer
Data source and map production
WHO logo
WHO copyright
Map scale
Use of the official list of WHO Member States and Associate Members (for labeling
purposes – do not show on the illustration below)

Important note: the data displayed are for demonstration purposes only and do not reflect the accurate situation.

(1) International
boundaries

(3) Great lake
of the world

(2) Disputed
areas/boundaries

(4) Legend
(5) WHO map disclaimer

(6) Data source and map
production

(7) WHO logo
(8) Copyright
(9) Scale

2.2.1 International boundaries
NOTE: For maps representing data before June 2006, Serbia and Montenegro should be
represented as one country. For maps representing data after 11 July 2011, Sudan and
South-Sudan should be represented as two separate countries.
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2.2.2 Disputed areas and boundaries
Any map must correctly represent the disputed areas and boundaries as defined following
UN recommendation and WHO legal advice. These are located in the following areas, circled
in blue on the map on the next page.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Western Sahara
Serbia (including Kosovo (in accordance with Security Council resolution 1244 (1999))
Egypt-Sudan boundary
South Sudan-Kenya boundary
Sudan-South Sudan boundary and Abyei area
West Bank and Gaza strip
Jammu and Kashmir/Aksai Chin
Arunachal Pradesh
Korean peninsula (armistice line between the two Koreas)

NOTES:
The disputed border of Kosovo (in accordance with Security Council resolution 1244 (1999)
should only show in maps representing data after April 2007. If you are creating a map
representing data for 2005 for example, it should be removed.
The Sudan-South Sudan boundary and Abyei area should only show in maps representing
data after 11 July 2011.

(b)
(i)

(g)
(a)

(h)

(f)
(c)
(e)
(d)





The thickness and colour of disputed boundaries should be the same as the international
boundaries. In general, both international boundaries and disputed boundaries show in
black; but for example, if for some reason international boundaries are changed to grey,
the disputed boundaries have to be changed to the same grey colour as well.
The disputed areas and boundaries should always be on top of the other map layers, and
should be represented on the final map according to the instructions below.
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(a) Western Sahara
Western Sahara must always be represented as separate from
Morocco - i.e. with a solid boundary line between the two.
In thematic maps (where countries are represented in different
colours, and which show data), it should always be represented
in grey colour, as in the example to the left, and referred to as
"Not applicable" in the map legend.
For maps showing WHO regions, Western Sahara should be
represented as part of the African Region.
In political maps, Western Sahara can be represented in the same colour as the other
countries. A political map is a map which represents all countries in the same colour and
shows no data.
On symbol maps, Western Sahara can be represented in the same colour as the other
countries. A symbol map is a map on which all countries are represented the same colour and
which displays data in the form of dots, circles or other symbols. The colour chosen to
represent countries does not indicate a value/data on a symbol map. Please note that no
symbols should be added on top of the Western Sahara area. Exceptions, considered on a
case-by-case basis, are subject to approval by the Office of the Legal Counsel.

(b) Serbia and the Kosovo
For maps with data after April 2007, the Kosovo (in accordance
with Security Council resolution 1244 (1999)) boundary is
necessary.
It should show as a dashed line, as in the example to the left.
It should be removed for maps before that date.

(c) Egypt-Sudan border
The border should show as a dashed line, as in the example to
the right.
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(d) South Sudan-Kenya border
The border should show as a dashed line, as in the example to
the right.

(e) Sudan-South Sudan border and Abyei area
For maps with data after 11 July 2011.
The Sudan-south Sudan boundary should show as a dashed
line, as the example to the right.
In thematic maps (where countries are represented in different
colours, and which show data), Abyei area should be
respresented as "not applicable" in grey colour; with a dotted
line border.
In political maps, the Abyei area can be represented in the same colour as the other
countries. A political map is a map which represents all countries in the same colour and
shows no data.
On symbol maps, the Abyei area can be represented in the same colour as the other
countries. A symbol map is a map on which all countries are represented the same colour and
which displays data in the form of dots, circles or other symbols. The colour chosen to
represent countries does not indicate a value/data on a symbol map. Please note that no
symbols should be added on top of the Abyei area. Exceptions, considered on a case-by-case
basis, are subject to approval by the Office of the Legal Counsel.

(f) West Bank and Gaza Strip
The occupied Palestinian territory (West Bank and Gaza Strip)
may never be represented in the same colour as Israel. There is
a dashed line between Israel and, respectively the West Bank
and Gaza Strip.
In maps showing WHO regions, in particular, the West Bank
and Gaza Strip is represented in the same colour as the Eastern
Mediterranean Region. Israel should be represented in the same
colour as the European Region
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(g) Jammu and Kashmir/Aksai Chin
Representation in a zoomed map
The lines and filling should be represented as in the example to
the right. In thematic maps (where countries are represented
in different colours, and show data), the Jammu and Kashmir
area should always show in grey.
In political maps, the Jammu and Kashmir area can be
represented in the same colour as the other countries. A
political map is a map which represents all countries in the same colour and shows no data.
On symbol maps, the Jammu and Kashmir area can be represented in the same colour as the
other countries. A symbol map is a map on which all countries are represented the same
colour and which displays data in the form of dots, circles or other symbols. The colour
chosen to represent countries does not indicate a value/data on a symbol map. Please note
that no symbols should be added on top of the Jammu and Kashmir area. Exceptions,
considered on a case-by-case basis, are subject to approval by the Office of the Legal Counsel.
When zooming into the Jammu and Kashmir or the Aksai Chin area, the text 'Indian line',
'Chinese line', 'Jammu and Kashmir" and 'Aksai Chin', together with the corresponding lines,
must appear in the final map, as shown in the example to the right.

Representation in a global map
This rule does not apply to global maps (no text/lines needed
for a global map).
In thematic maps (where countries are represented in
different colours, and show data), the Jammu and Kashmir
area should always show in grey.
In political maps, the Jammu and Kashmir area can be represented in the same colour as the
other countries. A political map is a map which represents all countries in the same colour
and shows no data.
On symbol maps, the Jammu and Kashmir area can be represented in the same colour as the
other countries. A symbol map is a map on which all countries are represented the same
colour and which displays data in the form of dots, circles or other symbols. The colour
chosen to represent countries does not indicate a value/data on a symbol map. Please note
that no symbols should be added on top of the Jammu and Kashmir area. Exceptions,
considered on a case-by-case basis, are subject to approval by the Office of the Legal Counsel.
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(h) Arunachal Pradesh
Representation in a zoomed map
When zooming into the Arunachal Pradesh area, the text
'Indian line', 'Chinese line', and 'Arunachal Pradesh', together
with the corresponding lines, must appear in the final map, as
shown in the example to the right.

Representation in a global map
This rule does not apply to global maps (no text/lines needed in
global maps).

(i) Korean peninsula
The armistice line between the two Koreas should show as a
dashed line, as in the example to the right.

2.2.3 Great lakes of the world
The following notes apply to displaying the great lakes of the world:


They should always show on a global map.



They do not have to show in the legend.



They should be represented in the same colour as the other bodies of water (e.g. map
background). For example if for some reason the map background is white, the lakes
should also show in white.
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2.2.4 Legend
A map should always include a legend.
The following legend items are mandatory and cannot be removed from the map without
prior approval from the office of the WHO Legal Counsel:





"Data not available" (for countries for which data are not available)
“Not applicable" (for Western Sahara, Jammu and Kashmir and Abyei area) should
always show in grey color; if grey is already used –as it is often the case for the
representation of data not available– a darker grey should be used – see example aside.
The "Data not available" and "Not applicable" legend items are usually listed at the end
of the legend.

2.2.5 WHO map disclaimer
The WHO map disclaimer is available in 3 languages from the
WHO GIS intranet site (see details in appendix).
NOTE: If the map produced is intended for a printed
publication, the WHO logo and the disclaimer can be
separated from the map itself ; can be included elsewhere in
the document (usually at the beginning of the document).
Any map for on-line publication has to include the WHO
disclaimer and logo.

2.2.6 WHO logo
Available for download at: http://intranet.who.int/homes/dco/logo/

2.2.7 Official list of WHO Member States and Associate Members
When labelling the countries/territories, the official list of country names should be used. It
is available for download at:
http://intranet.who.int/homes/whp/publishingwho/contentdevelopment/memberstates.shtml.
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2.3 Representation of data for overseas and other
territories
Overseas territories should appear as if data concerning them were missing (i.e. data not
available), unless the data set used clearly confirms that the figures it contains also covers
those territories. In this case, the territory in question must be represented with the same
colour as the country to which it belongs.

2.3.1 Greenland and Svalbard and Jan Mayen islands
The following two territories show up very clearly on a large-scale map, and should be
checked for any global map:


Greenland (belonging to Denmark)



Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands (belonging to Norway)

Greenland

Svalbard and
Jan Mayen islands

If you have data available for other territories that may not be automatically linked to the
countries they belong to, please consult the Office of the Legal Counsel for advice.
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2.3.2 Other areas
China Special Administrative Regions (Hong Kong and Macau) and China (Province of
Taiwan) are part of China and cannot be represented as individual territories.
If data for these parts of China need to be represented individually, the map, even if at large
scale, should be drawn at first administrative level rather than country level. If this is the
case, the map or legend title should refer to "areas" rather than "countries". See sample
below about avian influenza cases, specifically showing China (Province of Taiwan) as not
reporting cases

In the example above, the data is mapped by administrative level rather than by country
level, as it was decided that China (Province of Taiwan), not reporting cases, should not be
mapped as endemic.
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2.4 Files needed for map production
The following geographical shape files are available for map production:


International boundaries



Disputed areas



Disputed boundaries



First level administrative boundaries (for internal use only)



Second level administrative boundaries (for internal use only)

Ready-to-use global map project files are available for map production in ArcView format (for
static maps) and InstantAtlas interactive maps format at
http://intranet.who.int/sites/ghogis/standards/maptemplates/index.shtml.
Note: maps at administrative level should not be used externally unless explicitly cleared by
the Office of the Legal Counsel. The two geographical shape files mentioned above are
strictly meant for internal use.

2.5 File format for WHO publications
Remember: If the map produced is intended for a printed publication, the WHO logo and
the disclaimer can be separated from the map itself and included elsewhere in the
document (usually at the beginning of the document). However, any map for on-line
publication has to include the WHO disclaimer and logo.
Map images in .png or .jpg image format exported using the ready-to-use map templates and
following the SOPs for WHO maps display correctly the WHO disputed areas and
boundaries.
The preferred export file type for graphics for publication is eps or Illustrator. Although
mapping software can export maps into these formats, some disputed boundaries might not
export perfectly. It is the responsibility of the graphic designer or of the person in charge of
the publication layout to retouch the image and ensure the final map image complies with
the WHO legal map template.
A PowerPoint file, attached as annex 2, with screenshots highlighting and showing the
correct representation of disputed areas/boundaries has been created for sharing with the
graphic designers, to help them ensure the final map product reflects correctly the disputed
boundaries.
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Exercises
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Using what you have learned from the module, identify the error in each of the following
maps:
1.

2.
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3.

4.
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5.

ANSWER KEY:
1. All international boundaries should be the same color and thickness. Boundaries should
either be ALL black or ALL grey. Scale missing.
2. The map is missing a legend. Scale missing.
3. The lakes should be the same color as the ocean (background)- white. Scale missing.
4. As this is a political map, Western Sahara should be represented as part of the Africa
Region and therefore should be yellow.
5. The scale is missing. The disputed areas layer is not turned on. When turned on the
following issues will be corrected:
−

Data not applicable in the legend

−

Jammu and Kashmir/Aksai Chin in grey

−

Great lakes of the world will show
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Appendix
GIS data files and templates
The GIS data files and other documentation mentioned in this document are available at
http://intranet.who.int/sites/ghogis/standards/maptemplates/index.shtml.

Focal points for further assistance
Questions relating to legal aspects of maps and requests for clearance can be addressed to:
Mr. Steven Solomon (solomons@who.int)
Office of the Legal Counsel
World Health Organization
CH-1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland
Ms Egle Granziera (granzierae@who.int)
Office of the Legal Counsel
World Health Organization
CH-1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland

Technical questions concerning the symbology or mapping project files can be directed to:
gho_info@who.int
World Health Organization
CH-1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland
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Annex 1 – WHO map templates
Two map templates are available, showing different level of detail:

Detailed template
This template shows detailed boundaries. Although it can be suitable for a global map as
well, it is more suited to a sub-national map as it does not show well the small
islands/Member States/Associated Members.



Geographic coordinate system: GCS_WGS_1984



Projected coordinate system: World_Eckert_III



Datum: D_WGS_1984
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Generalized template
This template shows simplified and more graphical boundaries, with circles representing the
small islands. It is well suited for a global map, as the circles permit to clearly display data
for all WHO Member States. It cannot be used for a sub-national map.



Geographic coordinate system: GCS_WGS_1984



Projected coordinate system: World_Eckert_III



Datum: D_WGS_1984

Annex 2 – File to be shared with graphic designers
This file includes screenshots highlighting and showing the correct representation of WHO
disputed areas/boundaries. It has been created for sharing with the graphic designers, to
help them ensure the final map product reflects correctly the disputed boundaries.
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